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How the StorageGRID system implements CDMI

You can use a Cloud Data Management Interface (CDMI) client to connect to the CLB service or the LDR service in the StorageGRID system, and store and retrieve objects. The StorageGRID system uses its information lifecycle management (ILM) rules to manage objects in the grid.

CDMI specification sections supported by the StorageGRID system

The StorageGRID system supports a number of sections from the Cloud Data Management Interface (CDMI) specification version 1.0.1 published by the Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA).

Data object resource operations

You must retrieve data objects by CDMI Object ID when using CDMI clients with the StorageGRID system.

**Note:** Objects ingested through SGAPI can be accessed through CDMI. Likewise, objects ingested through CDMI can be accessed through SGAPI. To access through CDMI, an object that was ingested through SGAPI, you must convert the object's UUID (returned in an SGAPI ingest response) to a CDMI Object ID.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>Read a data object (CDMI Content Type)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>Read a data object (Non-CDMI Content Type)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>Update a data object (CDMI Content Type; limited to wholesale metadata update)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>Delete a data object (CDMI Content Type)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>Delete a data object (Non-CDMI Content Type)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Byte range read operations

The StorageGRID system supports byte range read operations using both CDMI and Non-CDMI Content Types. For a Non-CDMI Content Type, the following byte range read operations are returned:

- If a single contiguous byte range is requested, the StorageGRID system returns the byte range.
- If multiple byte ranges are requested that can be coalesced without holes, the StorageGRID system returns a single coalesced range.
• If multiple byte ranges are requested that cannot be coalesced without holes, the StorageGRID system returns the entire object bytes.

If you enable compression (by using the Grid Management > Grid Configuration > Configuration > Stored Object Compression option) or if the object is retrieved from tape, the StorageGRID system locates and returns the requested portion of the object by reading the object starting at the beginning of the segment containing the first byte of the requested range. When compression is disabled and the object is retrieved from disk, the StorageGRID system is able to begin reading the segment from the start of the requested byte range and not the beginning of the segment. Thus, if compression is enabled or the object is retrieved from tape, it takes the StorageGRID system longer to return the requested portion of an object.

**Container object resource operations**

The StorageGRID system does not support container objects. As a result, the StorageGRID system does not support named objects because named objects require container objects. However, the StorageGRID system does support some functions from the Container Object Resource Operations section of the CDMI specification.

**Note:** You must use the HTTP POST method to store nameless objects in the StorageGRID domain. Nameless objects have an object ID, but not a name. CDMI clients use a database to track the object IDs for nameless objects, and CDMI clients use object IDs to retrieve objects from the StorageGRID system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>Create (POST) a new data object (CDMI Content Type)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.10</td>
<td>Create (POST) a new data object (Non-CDMI Content Type)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Domain object resource operations**

The StorageGRID system supports one hard-coded domain with a root URI of https://IP_address:port/CDMI/. Where IP_address is the IP address for the Gateway Node that hosts the CLB service or the Storage Node that hosts the LDR service. Where port is the port number for the LDR service or the CLB service.

**Capability object resource operations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 12.2   | Read a capabilities object (CDMI Content Type) | The StorageGRID system supports the following:  
  • System-wide capabilities  
  • Storage system metadata capabilities  
  • Data system metadata capabilities  
  • Data object capabilities |
The StorageGRID system converts the following existing StorageGRID metadata to populate the values of some CDMI storage system metadata. The following table identifies which StorageGRID metadata is used to populate CDMI system metadata. For more information, see the StorageGRID Administrator Guide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CDMI storage system metadata</th>
<th>StorageGRID metadata</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cdmi_size</td>
<td>CSIZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cdmi_ctime</td>
<td>CTME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cdmi_atime</td>
<td>LATM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cdmi_value_hash</td>
<td>The StorageGRID system uses the value from cdmi_ctime when an object lacks LATM (last access time) metadata.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cdmi_hash</td>
<td>The StorageGRID system returns the hash for the object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cdmi_value_hash_provided</td>
<td>The StorageGRID system returns the name of the hash algorithm selected in the NMS MI when the grid stored the object.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objects stored in the StorageGRID system by StorageGRID API clients or by the FSG service can include non-CDMI metadata. For example, when StorageGRID API clients store objects in the StorageGRID system, the clients can use predefined metadata, which is a type of metadata that is designed specifically for StorageGRID API clients and the StorageGRID system. When you use CDMI clients to retrieve the objects, the response includes the predefined metadata.
What the StorageGRID system is

The StorageGRID system stores, protects, and preserves fixed-content data over its lifetime.

Different types of clients can submit content to the StorageGRID system for storage. Clients, such as NFS or CIFS clients, use the customer network to submit content to the FSG service. Other clients, such as HTTP clients, can use HTTPS connections to submit content directly to an LDR service, or HTTP clients can use the customer network to submit content directly to a CLB service. The StorageGRID system stores the submitted content as objects on different types of storage.

Information lifecycle management (ILM) business rules instruct the StorageGRID system where to store the objects and how to manage the objects and their metadata over the lifetime of the object. Clients can retrieve objects at any time.

The StorageGRID system optionally supports gzip compression for both storage and retrieval. For more information about gzip compression, see section 14.1 of IETF RFC 2616.

Note: The StorageGRID system considers CDMI clients a type of HTTP client.

Related information

http://www.ietf.org
Grid nodes and services in the StorageGRID system

A deployment of the StorageGRID system consists of a collection of grid nodes and services that run on multiple virtual machines or servers to perform a specialized set of tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Full name of the service</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grid node to which the service belongs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>Administrative Domain Controller</td>
<td>Maintains topology information and provides authentication services</td>
<td>Control Node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>Audit Management System</td>
<td>Tracks grid activity and events</td>
<td>Admin Node or Audit Node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>Archive</td>
<td>Communicates with archiving middleware to store and retrieve data to and from archive media</td>
<td>Archive Node</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| CLB     | Connection Load Balancer                 | Acts as switchboard for connecting remote entities to the most efficient LDR
Primary connection point for remote entities using the HTTP protocols. | Gateway Node                           |
| CMN     | Configuration Management Node            | Manages grid-wide configurations, for example, connection profiles, grid tasks, and grid options | Primary Admin Node                     |
| CMS     | Content Management System                | Keeps track of the data stored in the grid
Stores content metadata and manages content replication based on ILM rules | Control Node                           |
<p>| FSG     | File System Gateway                      | Allows connections to the grid through standard file-sharing protocols (CIFS and NFS) | Gateway Node                           |
| LDR     | Local Distribution Router                | Stores, moves, verifies, and retrieves object data stored on disks        | Storage Node                           |
| NMS     | Network Management System                | Monitors grid status and configures the grid                               | Admin Node                             |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Full name of the service</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grid node to which the service belongs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSM</td>
<td>Server Status Monitor</td>
<td>Monitors hardware performance, such as key operating system metrics and network metrics</td>
<td>Present on all grid nodes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**How CDMI clients store objects (CLB service)**

CDMI clients can use HTTP to connect directly with a CLB service and store objects. The CLB service identifies the optimal LDR service to satisfy client requests and forwards requests to the LDR service.

1. The CDMI client opens an HTTPS connection to the configured HTTP port for a CLB service. The CLB service acts as a proxy for the LDR services.

2. The CDMI client issues an HTTP POST request that includes the object and any metadata.

3. The CLB service identifies the optimal LDR service to satisfy client requests and forwards requests to the LDR service.

   **Note:** The CLB service uses ranking criteria to identify which LDR service to use. As a result, the CDMI client does not have to identify which LDR service to use.

4. After the LDR service stores a copy of the object, the LDR returns the object ID to the CDMI client through the CLB service.
How CDMI clients retrieve objects (CLB service)

CDMI clients can use HTTP to connect directly with a CLB service and retrieve objects. The CLB service identifies the optimal LDR service to satisfy client requests and forwards requests to the LDR service.

1. The CDMI client opens an HTTPS connection to the configured HTTP port for a CLB service. The CLB service acts as a proxy for the LDR services.

2. The CDMI client issues an HTTP GET request that includes the object ID for the object that it wants to retrieve.

   Note: CDMI clients must use the object ID to retrieve objects from the StorageGRID system.

3. The CLB service identifies the optimal LDR service to satisfy the request and forwards the request to the LDR service.

   Note: The CLB service uses ranking criteria to identify which LDR service to use. As a result, the CDMI client does not have to identify which LDR service to use.

4. The LDR service returns the object and any requested metadata.

How CDMI clients retrieve objects (LDR service)

CDMI clients can use HTTP to connect directly with an LDR service and retrieve objects.

1. The CDMI client opens an HTTPS connection to the configured HTTP port for an LDR service.

2. The CDMI client issues an HTTP GET request that includes the object ID.
3. The LDR service returns the object and any requested metadata. A CDMI client can connect directly with multiple LDR services. A connection with one or more LDR services enables high-performance parallel transfers and eliminates the single point of failure that is associated with connecting to a CLB service.

How ILM manages CDMI objects in the StorageGRID system

Information lifecycle management (ILM) in the StorageGRID system enables you to use metadata in rules to automatically manage CDMI objects in the grid.

You can use *CDMI protocol handler version, last access time, and CDMI user-defined* metadata in ILM rules for objects stored in the grid by CDMI clients. You can use *CDMI protocol handler version* metadata to identify all the objects stored by a CDMI client and to perform specific actions on those objects. For example, you can specify where to store CDMI objects and for how long. You can use *last access time* metadata to identify content that has not been retrieved in two years and move the content to a cheaper grade of storage. In addition, you can set the filter criteria to evaluate objects against *CDMI user defined* metadata. The CDMI protocol handler version and last access time are StorageGRID metadata. For information about setting up ILM rules, see the ILM chapter in the *StorageGRID Administrator Guide*.

Supported hash algorithms for objects

The StorageGRID system can use either SHA-1 or SHA-2 256 hash algorithms to generate a hash for each object stored in the grid, and you can choose which algorithm to use.

In the NMS MI, you can use the *Grid Management > Grid Configuration > Configuration > Main > Stored Object Hashing* option to change the hash algorithm for the StorageGRID system. Because you can change the algorithm, you might have objects in the grid with hashes generated by different algorithms. As a result, metadata for different objects might include different algorithm names. The algorithm name associated with the object depends on which algorithm was selected in the NMS MI when the object was stored in the grid.

The following table maps the choices in the NMS MI to the names of the hash algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm choice in NMS MI</th>
<th>Name of algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHA-256</td>
<td>SHA-2 256 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-1</td>
<td>SHA-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How the StorageGRID system implements immediate redundancy

The StorageGRID system supports the CDMI Data System Metadata Capabilities functionality *cdmi_data_redundancy* and *cdmi_immediate_redundancy* to save up to two copies of an
object to two Storage Nodes at object creation. This functionality provides protection against data loss should a Storage Node fail.

A CDMI client specifies redundancy with the Data System Metadata `cdmi_data_redundancy` and `cdmi_immediate_redundancy` in a CDMI POST request when creating an object. If this metadata is not included in a CDMI Content Type request, the following defaults are assumed:

- "cdmi_data_redundancy": "2"
- "cdmi_immediate_redundancy": true

These defaults also apply to Non-CDMI Content Type POST object create requests. For CDMI Content Type requests, you can display redundancy by setting `cdmi_data_redundancy` to false.

Internally, the StorageGRID system achieves redundancy by using Dual Commit, which creates two copies of an object. Thus, a `cdmi_data_redundancy` request with a value greater than 2 creates two copies and not the requested value.

**Note:** Dual Commit creates two copies of an object before ILM rules are evaluated, which might create additional copies. For more information about Dual Commit and ILM rules, see the *StorageGRID Administrator Guide*.

The following table summarizes the responses for successful redundancy requests:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CDMI client request</th>
<th>Does the grid use Dual Commit?</th>
<th>CDMI response for success</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>cdmi_data_redundancy</code></td>
<td><code>cdmi_immediate_redundancy</code></td>
<td><code>cdmi_data_redundancy_provided</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not present</td>
<td>not present</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not present</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a number greater than 2</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The grid stores a maximum of 2 copies.

The following table summarizes the responses for failed redundancy requests:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CDMI client request</th>
<th>Does the grid use Dual Commit?</th>
<th>CDMI response for failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cdmi_data_redundancy</td>
<td>cdmi_immediate_redundancy</td>
<td>cdmi_data_redundancy_provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not present</td>
<td>not present</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not present</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a number greater than 2</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the grid creates a copy for the object, it evaluates the ILM rules for the copy and the object. The rules in the ILM policy determine the actions the StorageGRID system takes with the copy and the object. For example, the ILM rules might instruct the grid to make additional copies of the object in different locations and delete the original copy. For more information about Dual Commit and ILM rules, see the *StorageGRID Administrator Guide*. 


CDMI namespace permissions you can specify in the StorageGRID system

You can specify permissions for CDMI clients in the CDMI namespace in the StorageGRID system.

CDMI client access types you can specify

In the NMS MI, you can specify whether a CDMI client can read, write, modify, delete, or query data objects in the CDMI namespace. You can also specify whether to enable last access time metadata.

You can grant or deny the following types of access to CDMI clients in the NMS Management Interface (MI) in the StorageGRID system:

- Read
- Modify/Write
- Delete
- Query
- Last Access Time

The following table identifies the HTTP method used for each type of access.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access type</th>
<th>HTTP method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read</td>
<td>GET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modify/Write</td>
<td>PUT for the modify access type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POST for the write access type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>DELETE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query</td>
<td>The StorageGRID system does not support the Query option for CDMI clients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Access Time</td>
<td>GET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You must enable both Last Access Time and Read. When a CDMI client uses GET to retrieve an object, the grid stores the time that the CDMI client retrieved the object in internal object metadata called last access time metadata.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Read access to objects

The Read access type determines whether a CDMI client has permission to retrieve objects and object metadata from the CDMI namespace.

Note: For objects stored in the grid by StorageGRID API clients, you must derive the CDMI Object ID from the StorageGRID UUID before you can read or retrieve the object.

Retrieve objects and object metadata (GET)

CDMI clients use the HTTP GET method and an object ID to read objects and object metadata in the CDMI namespace.

Retrieve object metadata (GET)

CDMI clients use the HTTP GET method and an object ID to retrieve object metadata from the CDMI namespace.

The response might include predefined metadata or custom metadata when a StorageGRID API client created the object in the StorageGRID system.

Predefined metadata

Only StorageGRID API clients can use predefined metadata with the StorageGRID system.

Unless otherwise noted, predefined metadata becomes read-only after the grid ingests it, and you cannot delete it. Predefined metadata use the X-BYC-xxxx format where xxxx is one of the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metadata</th>
<th>Set by</th>
<th>Status in grid</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XAID</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Identifies the StorageGRID API client that stored the object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A NetApp Solutions Engineer provides the value for the StorageGRID API client to use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XYP</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Identifies the type of object saved to the grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVER</td>
<td>StorageGRID API client or FSG</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Indicates the version of the metadata Defined by the StorageGRID API client</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Metadata

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metadata</th>
<th>Set by</th>
<th>Status in grid</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCLS</td>
<td>Storage GRID API client</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Indicates the TSM management class Defined by the StorageGRID API client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STR0-STR9</td>
<td>Storage GRID API client</td>
<td>Read-write Can be deleted</td>
<td>Identifies a string value Value defined by the StorageGRID API client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUM0- NUM9</td>
<td>Storage GRID API client</td>
<td>Read-write Can be deleted</td>
<td>Identifies a numerical value Value defined by the StorageGRID API client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPTH</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Indicates the FSG file path at ingest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODE</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Indicates the file system status for the object at ingest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUID</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Indicates the user ID associated with the object at ingest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGID</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Indicates the group ID associated with the object at ingest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTIM</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Indicates the Linux ctime value associated with the object at ingest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIM</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Indicates the modification time associated with the object at ingest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGRP</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Indicates the FSG replication group of the FSG that ingested the object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSGN</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Indicates the FSG backup node ID for the object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPLG</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Indicates the FSG replication group for the FSG backup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSID</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Indicates the next FSG backup pending session ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NXSC</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Indicates the sequence count of the next FSG replication message to be processed in the next session pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSNI</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Indicates the node ID of the next session pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUID</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>Read-only</td>
<td>Indicates the FSG backup ID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Modify or write access

The **Modify/Write** access type determines whether a client has permission to store objects and update object metadata in the namespace.

**Store objects (POST)**

CDMI clients use the HTTP **POST** method to store objects in the CDMI namespace.

When you use CDMI clients to store content in the StorageGRID system, you can only store nameless objects; you cannot store named objects.

**Note:** You cannot use the **PUT** method to store objects in the StorageGRID system. The **PUT** method requires CDMI containers, and the StorageGRID system does not support CDMI containers.

By default, the StorageGRID system enables immediate redundancy for all **POST** requests for the CDMI content type and the non-CDMI content type. You can disable immediate redundancy for the CDMI content type, but not the non-CDMI content type. However, it is recommended that you include cdmi_immediate_redundancy metadata set to true in all the **POST** requests to enable immediate redundancy and protect against data loss.

**Related concepts**

[How the StorageGRID system implements immediate redundancy](#) on page 12

**Update object user metadata (PUT)**

CDMI clients use the HTTP **PUT** method and an object ID to update object user metadata in the CDMI namespace.

The StorageGRID system only supports adding or updating all user metadata for an object and does not support adding or updating an individual user metadata (using the URI syntax `?metadata:<metadataname>`). Additionally, updating other fields, for example **value** or **mimetype**, using the **PUT** method, is not supported.

**Delete access**

The **Delete** access type determines whether a CDMI client has permission to delete objects from the namespace.
Query access

The **Query** access type determines whether a CDMI client has permission to perform queries in the namespace.

**Note:** The StorageGRID system does not support the **Query** option for CDMI clients.

Last access time

The **Last Access Time** permission determines whether the grid updates last access time metadata for an object when a CDMI client retrieves the object. You can create Information Lifecycle Management (ILM) rules to take action on objects based on the last time that a CDMI client retrieved the object.

When a CDMI client that is assigned an HTTP profile with **Last Access Time** enabled uses GET to retrieve an object, the grid saves the retrieval time in internal object metadata called last access time metadata.

Only the grid can use internal metadata. For example, ILM policies can use last access time metadata to identify when an object was last retrieved. For more information about last access time metadata and ILM policies, see the *StorageGRID Administrator Guide*.

**Note:** Because last access time metadata updates each time that a CDMI client retrieves an object, it can affect grid performance. It is recommended that you disable **Last Access Time** in the NMS MI when no ILM policies use last access time metadata.
Connecting clients to the StorageGRID system

You must configure the StorageGRID system to accept HTTP connections from CDMI clients. CDMI clients use the HTTP connections to access and communicate with the StorageGRID system.

**Note:** IPv6 is only supported for HTTP client connections through the CLB service. For more information about support for IPv6, see the *StorageGRID Administrator Guide*.

Configuring client connections

A number of steps are required to configure the StorageGRID system to accept HTTP connections from CDMI clients.

**Steps**

1. **Associating client IP addresses with link-cost groups** on page 20
   You can associate a link-cost group with the IP addresses that clients use to connect with the grid. The link-cost group allows the grid to route clients to the appropriate servers.

2. **Creating HTTP profiles of namespace permissions** on page 21
   HTTP profiles identify whether read, write, modify, query, or delete are enabled or disabled in a namespace. You can create multiple HTTP profiles.

3. **Associating HTTP profiles with client IP addresses** on page 22
   You can associate HTTP profiles with individual clients or with groups of clients, based on IP addresses. The association gives clients access to the StorageGRID namespace and identifies the HTTP permissions for the client in the namespace.

Associating client IP addresses with link-cost groups

You can associate a link-cost group with the IP addresses that clients use to connect with the grid. The link-cost group allows the grid to route clients to the appropriate servers.

**About this task**

Servers for the StorageGRID system are organized into link-cost groups. Link-cost groups identify the cost of operating the group of servers. The grid can improve performance when you associate a link-cost group with clients. The grid uses the IP address and the link-cost group to route clients to the LDR service or CLB service on the appropriate servers.

**Steps**

1. In the NMS MI, go to Grid Management > Grid Configuration > Link Cost Groups > Configuration > Main.
2. In the **Client Group IP Ranges** table, perform one of the following actions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When...</th>
<th>Then...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No entries exist</td>
<td>Click <strong>Edit</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One or more entries exist</td>
<td>Click <strong>Insert</strong>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. In the **IP Range Name** box, type a name for the IP address or the range of IP addresses.

   You can use any name. The grid configuration does not reference the name elsewhere.

4. In the **IP Range** box, type the IP address or the range of IP addresses that the client will use to contact the StorageGRID system.

   Use a hyphen or slash to indicate an inclusive range of IP addresses, for example:

   - 192.168.120.0/24 (CIDR format)
   - 192.168.142.20-192.168.142.28 (dotted decimal format)

   You can use an abbreviated format for masks in eight-bit steps. For example, 192.168.142.0 is equivalent to the CIDR notation 192.168.142.0/24, and you can extend it as follows: n.n.0.0 is equivalent to n.n.0.0/16.

5. In the **Group ID** list, select an ID.

   The ID number identifies the group of servers to which the client with the specified IP address should connect.

6. Click **Apply Changes**.

7. Repeat this procedure for each range of IP addresses that clients will use to access the StorageGRID system.

### Creating HTTP profiles of namespace permissions

HTTP profiles identify whether read, write, modify, query, or delete are enabled or disabled in a namespace. You can create multiple HTTP profiles.

**Steps**

1. In the NMS MI, go to **Grid Management > HTTP Management > Permissions > Configuration > Main**.

2. In the **HTTP /CDMI and /UUID Namespace** table, perform one of the following actions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When...</th>
<th>Then...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No entries exist</td>
<td>Click <strong>Edit</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One or more entries exist</td>
<td>Click <strong>Insert</strong>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Select the check boxes for the HTTP operations that you want to enable in the profile.
The StorageGRID system does not support the Query operation in the HTTP /CDMI and /UUID Namespace for CDMI clients.

4. Click Apply Changes.

5. Create additional profiles as needed.

**Associating HTTP profiles with client IP addresses**

You can associate HTTP profiles with individual clients or with groups of clients, based on IP addresses. The association gives clients access to the StorageGRID namespace and identifies the HTTP permissions for the client in the namespace.

**Steps**

1. In the NMS MI, go to Grid Management > HTTP Management > Clients > Configuration > Main.

2. In the HTTP Entities table, perform one of the following actions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When...</th>
<th>Then...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No HTTP entities exist</td>
<td>Click Edit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One or more HTTP entities exist</td>
<td>Click Insert.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. In the Description box, type a description of the client.

4. In the IP Range box, type the range of IP addresses that the client can use to connect to the LDR service or the CLB service.

5. In the Profile Name list, select the name of the HTTP profile that you created.

6. Click Apply Changes.

**How client authentication works**

The StorageGRID system uses its HTTP management settings to authenticate client requests for access to the grid.

When a CDMI client requests access to the grid, the StorageGRID system authenticates the request against the HTTP management settings that you created for the CDMI client.

1. The StorageGRID system checks that the CDMI client is using the same IP address or range of IP addresses that are defined in the HTTP management settings.

2. When the client passes the authentication process, the StorageGRID system opens a TCP/IP connection.
Copying the CA certificate from the StorageGRID system

You can copy the certificate authority (CA) certificate from the NMS MI in the StorageGRID system for clients that require server verification.

Steps

1. In the NMS MI, go to Grid Management > Grid Configuration > Overview > Main.
2. Under Grid Information, expand CA Certificate.
3. Select the CA certificate.
   Include the BEGIN CERTIFICATE header and the END CERTIFICATE footer in your selection.
4. Right-click the selected certificate, and then select Copy.
Testing client connections to the StorageGRID system

You can test the HTTP connection between the client and the StorageGRID system to ensure that the connection works. You can also test that the CDMI client can store objects in the StorageGRID system and retrieve objects. Multiple testing methods are provided in case one method does not work for you.

If you copy a command from this section and paste the command into another application, the copy-and-paste process might remove dashes that appear between words near a line break. You must ensure that the pasted command includes all dashes before you run the command.

Finding IP addresses for grid nodes

You can find the IP address in the NMS MI for Storage Nodes that host the LDR service or Gateway Nodes that host the CLB service. You need the IP address to connect CDMI clients to the LDR service or the CLB service.

Steps

1. In the NMS MI, expand Grid Topology.

2. In the Grid Topology tree, locate and expand the Storage Node or Gateway Node to which you want to connect.

   The name of the Storage Node or Gateway Node depends on the configuration of the grid.

   The services for the selected grid node appear.

3. Expand the SSM service, click Resources, and scroll to the Network Address table.

   Depending on your grid configuration, IP addresses appear for one or more of the following: eth0, eth1, eth2, and so on.

4. Perform one of the following actions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To connect CDMI clients to...</th>
<th>Choose this IP address...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API Gateway Node, Basic Gateway Node, or Storage Node</td>
<td>If the Network Address table only lists eth0, use the IP address for eth0. If the Network Address table lists both eth0 and eth1 (and a dedicated NFS storage network does not exist), use the IP address for eth1.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To connect CDMI clients

to...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High Availability Gateway Node</th>
<th>Choose this IP address...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If the Network Address table lists both eth0 and eth1, use either of the IP addresses for eth0 or eth1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If the Network Address table lists eth0, eth1, and eth2, use the IP Address for eth1.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You can establish HTTP connections from CDMI clients to any of the listed IP addresses. However, you typically want to use the IP address on the customer network instead of the IP address on the grid network or the heartbeat network.

**After you finish**

Your next step is to locate the port number for the CLB service or the LDR service to which you want to connect the CDMI client.

**Related tasks**

*Finding port numbers for the LDR service and the CLB service* on page 25

**Finding port numbers for the LDR service and the CLB service**

You can find the port numbers for the LDR service and the CLB service in the NMS MI. You require the port numbers to create an HTTP connection from CDMI clients to the LDR service on Storage Nodes or the CLB service on Gateway Nodes.

**About this task**

The grid might use the default port numbers or the custom port numbers. You should use the NMS MI to confirm which port numbers the grid uses.

**Steps**

1. In the NMS MI, go to Grid Management > Grid Configuration > Storage > Main.
2. Scroll to the Ports table and locate the port numbers for the LDR and CLB services.

**Related concepts**

*Default HTTP ports for the CLB and LDR services* on page 35
Testing HTTP connections with telnet

You can use telnet to test the HTTP connection between CDMI clients and the StorageGRID system to ensure that the HTTP connection is correctly configured.

**Before you begin**

- You must have configured an IP address for the CDMI client in the NMS MI.
- You must know the IP address and port number for the Gateway Node that hosts the CLB service or the Storage Node that hosts the LDR service.

**About this task**

You can connect the CDMI client to the Gateway Node that hosts the CLB service or the Storage Node that hosts the LDR service.

**Step**

1. From a CDMI client, use telnet to connect to the CLB service or the LDR service by entering the following command:

   ```bash
   telnet IP_address port
   ```

   For `IP_address` and `port`, use the IP address and port for the Gateway Node that hosts the CLB Service or the Storage Node that hosts the LDR service.

   If you correctly configured the IP address for the CDMI client in the NMS MI, a delay of several seconds occurs, and then the CLB service or the LDR service drops the connection.

   If you incorrectly configured the IP address for the CDMI client in the NMS MI, the connection closes immediately. If the CLB service or the LDR service is not running or if a network error occurs, telnet is unable to connect to the CLB or the LDR service.

Testing HTTP connections with openssl

You can use the `openssl` command to test the HTTP connection between CDMI clients and the StorageGRID system to ensure that the HTTP connection is correctly configured.

**Before you begin**

- You must have configured an IP address for the CDMI client in the NMS MI.
- You must know the IP address and port number for the Gateway Node that hosts the CLB service or the Storage Node that hosts the LDR service.
About this task

You can connect the CDMI client to the Gateway Node that hosts the CLB service or the Storage Node that hosts the LDR service.

Step

1. From a CDMI client, establish an HTTP connection to the CLB service or the LDR service by entering the following command:

   ```bash
   openssl s_client -tls1 -connect IP_address:port
   ```

   For `IP_address` and `port`, you must use the IP address and port for the Gateway Node that hosts the CLB service or the Storage Node that hosts the LDR service.

   If you correctly configured the IP address for the CDMI client in the NMS MI, a connected response appears.

   If you incorrectly configured the IP address for the CDMI client in the NMS MI, an error response appears.

Retrieving CDMI capabilities with curl

You can retrieve the CDMI capabilities of the StorageGRID system to see the CDMI functions that the StorageGRID system supports. Knowing the CDMI capabilities helps you understand the functions that CDMI clients can perform with the StorageGRID system.

Before you begin

You must know the IP address and port number for the Gateway Node that hosts the CLB service or the Storage Node that hosts the LDR service.

About this task

In the following task, `IP_address` and `port` are for the Gateway Node that hosts the CLB service or the Storage Node that hosts the LDR service.

Steps

1. From a CDMI client, use curl to retrieve CDMI capabilities from the StorageGRID system by entering the following command:

   ```bash
   ```

   A response that looks similar to the following appears:

   ```json
   {"objectType": "application/cdmi-capability", "objectId": "00006FFD0009B74801", "objectName": "cdmi_capabilities/", "parentURI": "/", "parentID": "00006FFD0009744905", "capabilities":
   ```
The supported CDMI capabilities are displayed after "capabilities", for example, "cdmi_domains": "true".

*IP_address* and *port* are for the Gateway Node that hosts the CLB service or the Storage Node that hosts the LDR service.

2. Optional: Retrieve CDMI capabilities for other types of CDMI objects, such as domain and data objects, by appending the required capability name to the URL with a trailing forward slash.

For more information about the different objects, see the CDMI specification.

**Example**

The following command retrieves the data system metadata capabilities:

```
```

*IP_address* and *port* are for the Gateway Node that hosts the CLB service or the Storage Node that hosts the LDR service.

A response similar to the following appears:

```
{"objectType": "application/cdmi-capability", "objectID": "00006FFD0009B60802", "objectName": "dataobject/", "parentURI": "/cdmi_capabilities/", "parentID": "00006FFD0009B74801", "capabilities": {"cdmi_read_value": "true", "cdmi_read_value_range": "true", "cdmi_read_metadata": "true", "cdmi_delete_dataobject": "true", "cdmi_size": "true", "cdmi_ctime": "true", "cdmi_atime": "true", "cdmi_data_redundancy": "2", "cdmi_immediate_redundancy": "true", "cdmi_hash": "true", "cdmi_value_hash": ["SHA256"]}, "childrenrange": "", "children": []}
```

This response includes the "cdmi_value_hash" capability, indicating that the SHA-256 hash algorithm is supported.

**Related references**

*CDMI specification sections supported by the StorageGRID system* on page 5
Testing object storage and retrieval with curl

You can store and retrieve a test object to ensure that these functions work.

Before you begin

You must know the IP address and port number for the Gateway Node that hosts the CLB service or the Storage Node that hosts the LDR service.

About this task

You can connect CDMI clients to the Gateway Node that hosts the CLB service or the Storage Node that hosts the LDR service. In the following steps, IP_address and port are for the Gateway Node that hosts the CLB service or the Storage Node that hosts the LDR service.

Steps

1. From a CDMI client, use curl to store a test file in the grid by entering the following command:

   ```shell
   ```

   A response similar to the following example appears:

   ```json
   {"capabilitiesURI":"/cdmi_capabilities/dataobject/","completionStatus":"Complete","domainURI":"/
   cdmi_domains/","mimetype":"text/plain","objectID":"00006FFD0019692A00FAE83433343A47939555F14AA4D2F115","objectType":"application/cdmi-object","metadata":
   {"cdmi_atime":"2012-04-03T20:20:20.994783Z","cdmi_ctime":"2012-04-03T20:20:20.994783Z","cdmi_data_redundancy_provided":"2","cdmi_hash":"EBBA17EF9E791C8571BDD194F874245B576EBCB44C8AAECA8DD8B08DECFCC8D","cdmi_immediate_redundancy_provided":"true","cdmi_size":"15","cdmi_value_hash_provided ":"SHA256"}}
   ```

   The response includes a "completionStatus":"Complete" that indicates you successfully created the object. The response also includes the "objectID" number for the test object. In this example, the "objectID" is 00006FFD0019692A00FAE83433343A47939555F14AA4D2F115.

2. Copy the "objectID" number from the response.

3. Use curl to retrieve the test object from the grid by entering the following command that includes the "objectID" number:

   ```shell
   ```
A response similar to the following example appears:

```json
{"capabilitiesURI":"/cdmi_capabilities/dataobject/", "completionStatus":"Complete", "domainURI":"/cdmi_domains/", "mimetype":"text/plain", "objectID":"00006FFD0019692A00FAE83433343A47939555F14AA4D2F115","objectType":"application/cdmi-object","valuetransferencoding":"utf-8","metadata": {"cdmi_atime":"2012-04-03T20:20:20.994783Z","cdmi_ctime":"2012-04-03T20:20:20.994783Z","cdmi_hash":"EBBA17EF9E791C8571BDD194FF874245B576EBCB44C8AEECA8D8B08DECFCC8D","cdmi_size":"15","cdmi_value_hash_provided":"SHA256"}, "valuerange":"0-14", "value":"Hello Big World"}
```

4. **Optional:** Retrieve the value of a specific field by replacing `/CDMI/cdmi_objectid/00006FFD0019692A00FAE83433343A47939555F14AA4D2F115` with `/CDMI/cdmi_objectid/00006FFD0019692A00FAE83433343A47939555F14AA4D2F115?field_name`. The response includes the value for the requested field for the object.

5. **Optional:** Retrieve all metadata that begins with the prefix `cdmi` by replacing `/CDMI/cdmi_objectid/00006FFD0019692A00FAE83433343A47939555F14AA4D2F115` with `/CDMI/cdmi_objectid/00006FFD0019692A00FAE83433343A47939555F14AA4D2F115?metadata:cdmi_`. The response includes all metadata for the object that begins with the `cdmi` prefix.
Using CDMI clients with the StorageGRID system

You can use the StorageGRID system to manage CDMI client access to the grid by changing the state of HTTP connections to the grid. You can also use the NMS MI to view HTTP transactions for CDMI clients and to look up object IDs. In addition, you can use CDMI clients to retrieve content stored by StorageGRID API clients.

Managing HTTP connections

In the NMS MI, you can change the state of an HTTP connection to the grid to online, online (read-only), redirect, or offline to manage client access to the grid.

About this task

The state of the HTTP connection affects StorageGRID API clients and CDMI clients. For example, when you change HTTP State to Offline, neither StorageGRID API clients nor CDMI clients can access the grid because the HTTP connection is closed.

Steps

1. Go to Grid Topology > LDR > Configuration > Main.
2. In the HTTP/CDMI State list, select a state.

Viewing HTTP transactions for CDMI

You can view the number of successful and failed attempts by CDMI clients to read, write, and modify objects in the StorageGRID system. You can view a summary of all transactions for all LDR services, or you can view the transactions for a specific LDR service.

Steps

1. In the NMS MI, go to Grid > Overview > Main, and view the API Operations area.

   The API Operations area displays a summary of information from all of the LDR services in the grid that support CDMI clients.

2. You can view information for individual LDR services by going to Grid Topology > LDR > CDMI > Overview > Main.

   You can reset the counter for the LDR service to zero. On the Configuration page, select the Reset CDMI Counts check box, and click Apply Changes. The numbers on the Main page reset to zero and start counting up again.
Viewing information about objects

You can type or paste an object ID in the NMS MI to view information about the object in the grid.

Steps

1. Obtain the object ID from the CDMI client.
2. In the NMS MI, go to Grid Topology > CMN > Object Lookup.
3. Click Configuration.
4. In the Object Identifier box, type or paste the object ID, and click Apply Changes.
   **Note:** If you paste or type an invalid object ID, an error message appears.
5. Click Overview to review the results.

How CDMI clients retrieve objects stored by StorageGRID API clients

You can use CDMI clients to retrieve objects stored by StorageGRID API clients after you derive an object ID from the UUID for the stored objects. Understanding how the StorageGRID system uses UUIDs and how CDMI uses object IDs helps you derive an object ID from a UUID.

How the StorageGRID system uses UUIDs

The StorageGRID system uses the LDR service to assign a universally unique identifier (UUID) to each object in the grid.

UUIDs are 128 bits with an internal binary structure and a string representation in the form of A-B-C-D-E:

- A is 8 hex digits.
- B is 4 hex digits.
- C is 4 hex digits.
- D is 4 hex digits.
- E is 12 hex digits.

Each hex digit can take the values from 0 to 9, A through F (or lowercase a through lowercase f). Following is an example of a UUID: F81D4fAE-7DEC-11D0-A765-00A0C91E6BF6.

The grid randomly generates the UUID for each object, as described in section 4.4 of IETF RFC 4122.
How the StorageGRID system uses UUIDs and CDMI object IDs

The StorageGRID system uses universally unique identifiers (UUIDs) to track and manage content, but CDMI clients use object IDs to track objects.

When a Gateway Node or a StorageGRID API client submits content to the StorageGRID system, the StorageGRID system stores the content and treats the stored content as one or more objects. The LDR service assigns a UUID to each object, and the StorageGRID system uses the UUID to track and manage the object.

When a CDMI client submits content to the StorageGRID system, the StorageGRID system stores the content and treats the stored content as one or more objects. However, the LDR service creates a UUID, embeds the UUID in an object ID, and assigns the object ID to each object that CDMI clients submit to the grid. CDMI clients use the OID to retrieve, update, and delete objects.

Ruby code examples for deriving an object ID from a UUID

Ruby code examples show how you can derive a CDMI object ID from a StorageGRID UUID. You might have to derive CDMI object IDs if you want to use a CDMI client to retrieve the content stored in the grid by a StorageGRID API client or a Gateway Node.

CDMI clients require the object ID for an object to retrieve, update, or delete the object.

You must be familiar with section 5.11 of the CDMI specification that defines the form of CDMI object IDs to understand the Ruby code examples in this topic. The code examples use the following information:

- Enterprise number for the StorageGRID system is 28669 (0x006FFD).
- Length of the object ID for a data object is 25 (0x19).
- Opaque data in the object ID is the StorageGRID UUID prepended by the object-type byte. The object-type byte for data objects is 0x00.
- General form of a CDMI object ID is as follows: 00006FFD0019CRC00UUID.
  Where CRC is the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) number in hexadecimal, and where UUID is the StorageGRID UUID number without dashes.

The following Ruby function converts a StorageGRID UUID to a CDMI object ID:

```ruby
# Convert UUID to ObjectID
def to_oid(uuid)
  uuid = uuid.delete("-")
  bytes = [0, 0, 111, 253, 0, 25, 0, 0, 0] + hexToBytes(uuid)
  crc = crc16(bytes)
  bytes[6],bytes[7] = crc >> 8, crc & 0xFF
  bytes.collect{|x| x.to_s(16).rjust(2,'0')}.join
end
```
The conversion function uses a library that converts the UUID hexadecimal string into an array of decimal representations for each byte. The following example of the library is in Ruby:

```ruby
# Convert the UUID hex string into array of decimal representations of each byte
def hexToBytes(hex)
  result = []
  len = hex.length
  for i in (0..len-2).step(2)
    result.push((hex[i].chr + hex[i+1].chr).to_i(16))
  end
  return result
end
```

The conversion function also uses a library that calculates CRC. The following example of the library is in Ruby:

```ruby
# Calculate the CRC
def crc16(bytes)
  result = 0
  bytes = bytes + [ 0, 0 ]
  bytes.each do |byte|
    byte.to_s(2).rjust(8, '0').reverse.each_char do |bit|
      overflow = (result & 0x8000) > 0
      result = ((result << 1) | (bit.to_i(2))) & 0xFFFF
      if overflow
        result = result ^ 0x8005
      end
    end
  end
  result.to_s(2).rjust(16, '0').reverse.to_i(2)
end
```

The following Ruby code converts a CDMI object ID to a StorageGRID UUID:

```ruby
# Convert ObjectID to UUID
def to_uuid(oid)
  oid[18..25] + '-' + oid[26..29] + '-' + oid[30..33] + '-' + oid[34..37] + '-' + oid[38..-1]
end
```
How CDMI clients use HTTP with the StorageGRID system

CDMI clients use the HTTP protocol to communicate with the StorageGRID system over a network connection that uses Transport Layer Security (TLS).

Supported HTTP version

The StorageGRID system supports HTTP version 1.1.

For more information about HTTP, see HTTP/1.1 (RFC 2616).

Related information

http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txt

Default HTTP ports for the CLB and LDR services

The StorageGRID system includes default ports for the CLB service and the LDR service for clients to use to ingest, query, and retrieve objects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grid service</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Default port number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLB</td>
<td>Query and retrieve</td>
<td>8080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ingest</td>
<td>8081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDR</td>
<td>Query and retrieve</td>
<td>18080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ingest</td>
<td>18081</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The grid might be configured with default ports or customized ports. You can view the ports as configured in the grid in the NMS MI under Grid Management > Grid Configuration > Storage > Main

It is recommended that you use the default HTTP ports for their intended purposes to maintain grid efficiency. For example, as a grid matures some LDR services and CMS services fill up and become read-only. When the grid directs queries to an ingest port, the CLB service directs queries to resources that support both read and write operations, not resources that support read operations. An ingest request sent to the query/retrieve port might fail when the grid directs the query to an LDR that is read-only.
How the StorageGRID system implements security

The StorageGRID system only accepts HTTP commands submitted over a network connection that uses Transport Layer Security (TLS) to provide application authentication and, optionally, transport encryption.

TLS enables the exchange of certificates as entity credentials and allows a negotiation that can use hashing and encryption algorithms.

Supported hashing and encryption algorithms for TLS libraries

The Transport Layer Security (TLS) libraries used by the StorageGRID system support a limited set of hashing and encryption algorithms that clients can use when establishing a TLS session with the grid.

The StorageGRID system supports the following cipher suites:

- AES128-SHA
- AES256-SHA
- NULL-SHA
- NULL-MD5

Based on system measurements and general security domain knowledge, AES128-SHA and AES256-SHA provide reasonable security without requiring inordinate amounts of computational resources. The choice between AES128-SHA and AES256-SHA depends on the requirements for the client application that balance performance and encryption security.

Note: It is recommended that you use one of the NULL ciphers if encryption is not required, and you want to eliminate the overhead associated with encryption. The client must explicitly request the NULL cipher.

How CDMI clients use certificates for security

When a CDMI client establishes a TLS session to the grid, the grid sends a server certificate to the CDMI client for verification to ensure that the HTTP connection is secure.

This certificate can be verified using the grid HTTP certificate that was generated during the grid installation. The client application loads the grid HTTP certificate and uses it to verify that the client application is communicating with the expected grid. This process protects against man-in-the-middle and impersonation attacks.

Note: The Common Name (CN) field in the SSL server certificate that the grid returns to the client has a node ID as its value rather than the host name or IP address of the server. The client should
not perform host name verification on the CN in the server certificate because the verification will fail.

It is recommended that CDMI clients send client certificates to the grid as part of the session establishment process. A certificate is required if the CDMI client is assigned to a security partition or if the client's assigned HTTP profile requires certificate authentication. This certificate must be loaded into the StorageGRID system as part of the StorageGRID configuration process. For more information, see the StorageGRID API Guide.

Related tasks

Copying the CA certificate from the StorageGRID system on page 23

Time synchronization between CDMI clients and the grid

You should synchronize time between CDMI clients and the StorageGRID system to maintain reliability and security.

The StorageGRID system uses NTP to synchronize the clock on the Gateway Node with the selected NTP server.

The grid associates a timestamp with each HTTP transaction that it performs. You can convert the UTC timestamp to local time, and compare the time reported by the grid to the time reported by the CDMI client to determine whether the CDMI client uses the correct time.

CDMI clients can use the StorageGRID system time to provide traceable timestamps for events and transactions, and the timestamps can enable temporal correlation in security audit logs.
Best practices for HTTP sessions

How you configure idle, active, and concurrent HTTP sessions can impact grid performance. A number of best practices help you configure HTTP sessions in the most efficient manner.

HTTP session duration

Best practices for HTTP session duration can help optimize grid performance.

Best practices for idle HTTP sessions

You should keep HTTP sessions open even when client applications are idle to allow client applications to perform subsequent transactions over the open session.

Open and idle HTTP sessions provide the following benefits:

- Reduced latency from the time that the grid determines it has to perform an HTTP transaction to the time that the grid can perform the transaction
  Reduced latency is the main advantage, especially for the amount of time required to establish TCP/IP and TLS connections.
- Increased data transfer rate by priming the TCP/IP slow-start algorithm with previously performed transfers
- Instantaneous notification of several classes of fault conditions that interrupt connectivity between the client application and the grid

Determining how long to keep an idle session open is a trade-off between the benefits of slow-start that is associated with the existing session and the ideal allocation of the session to internal grid resources.

Based on system measurements and integration experience, you should keep an HTTP session open for a maximum of 10 minutes. The LDR service might automatically close an HTTP session that is kept open and idle for longer than 10 minutes.

Best practices for active HTTP sessions

You should limit the duration of an HTTP session, even if the HTTP session continuously performs transactions.

Bounded HTTP sessions provide the following benefits:

- Enables optimal load balancing across the grid
- Allows maintenance procedures to start
  Some maintenance procedures only start after all the in-progress HTTP sessions are complete.
- Allows client applications to direct HTTP transactions to LDR services and ARC services that have available space
To optimize load balancing across the grid, you should prevent long-lived TCP/IP connections. You should configure client applications to track the age of each HTTP session and close the HTTP session after a set time so that the HTTP session can be re-established and re-balanced.

The grid balances its load when a client application establishes an HTTP session. Over time, an HTTP session used by the grid for a compute resource might no longer be optimal as load balance requirements change. The grid performs its best load balancing when client applications establish a separate HTTP session for each transaction, but this negates the much more valuable gains associated with persistent sessions.

Determining the maximum duration that a session should be held open is a trade-off between the benefits of session persistence and the ideal allocation of the session to internal grid resources. Based on system measurements and integration experience, it is recommended to keep a session open for a maximum of 10 minutes.

**Best practices for concurrent HTTP sessions**

You must keep multiple TCP/IP connections to the grid open to allow idle sessions to perform transactions as required. The number of clients also affects how you handle multiple TCP/IP connections.

Concurrent HTTP sessions provide the following benefits:

- **Reduced latency**
  Transactions can start immediately instead of waiting for other transactions to be completed.
- **Increased throughput**
  The grid can perform parallel transactions and increase aggregate transaction throughput.

It is recommended that clients establish multiple HTTP sessions, either on a client-by-client basis or on a session-pool basis. When a client has to perform a transaction, it can select and immediately use any established session that is not currently processing a transaction.

Each grid topology has different peak throughput for concurrent transactions and sessions before performance begins to degrade. Peak throughput depends on factors such as computing resources, network resources, storage resources, and WAN links. The number of servers and services and the number of applications supported by the grid are also factors.

Based on system measurements and integration experience, the recommended maximum number of concurrent sessions that each instance of a client should keep established at any given time is 50 per Gateway Node.

Each Gateway Node can support a maximum of 450 concurrent sessions. In small grid configurations, performance degrades when more than 50 sessions perform HTTP transactions at the same time.

Grids often support multiple clients. You should keep this in mind when you determine the maximum number of concurrent sessions used by a client application. If the client application consists of multiple software entities that each establish sessions to the grid, you should add up all the sessions across the entities. You might have to adjust the maximum number of concurrent sessions in the following situations:
• The grid topology affects the maximum number of concurrent transactions and sessions that the grid can support.

• Client applications that interact with the grid over a network with limited bandwidth might have to reduce the degree of concurrency to ensure that individual transactions are completed in a reasonable time.

• When many client applications share the grid, you might have to reduce the degree of concurrency to avoid exceeding the limits of the grid.

Client applications can use concurrent HTTP sessions across multiple Gateway Nodes to balance loads. The grid benefits from concurrent HTTP sessions across multiple Gateway Nodes during normal operations and fault conditions. During normal operations, each Gateway Node handles a reduced subset of the sessions and data transfers across multiple independent network interfaces. During fault conditions, only a subset of the sessions is lost, reducing the disruption from the fault and allowing rapid recovery using already established sessions through the Gateway Nodes that were not affected.

Balancing loads across multiple Gateway Nodes is required to push the aggregate transaction throughput beyond 1 Gb/s.

**Pools of HTTP sessions for read and write**

You can use separate pools of HTTP sessions for read and write operations and control how much of each pool to use for read and write operations.

Clients can create loads that are retrieve-dominant or store-dominant. With pools of HTTP sessions for read and write transactions, you can adjust how much of each pool to dedicate for read or write transactions. Pools of HTTP sessions enable you to better control transactions and balance loads.

It is recommended to establish sessions in the read pool to the query/retrieve port of the grid, and establish sessions for the write pool to the ingest port of the grid.

**How CDMI clients affect the HTTP transaction load of grids**

Understanding the HTTP transaction profiles of CDMI clients can help you calculate the estimated transaction load on the grid and ensure that the grid can manage the transaction load.

Different CDMI clients have different HTTP transaction profiles. For example, a CDMI client that primarily stores content places an HTTP transaction load on the grid that consists mostly of POST transactions. A CDMI client that primarily retrieves content consists mostly of GET transactions.

When you design CDMI client integration with the grid, it is recommended that you plan and diagram the interaction sequences between the CDMI client and the grid to determine the transactions performed for each application-specific set of functionality. This lets you map the grid transaction coverage to application-specific operations.

Once you determine the HTTP transactions associated with each type of application-specific functionality, you can calculate the transaction load on the grid based on the use profiles of the
application. For example, if a CDMI client stores 100 new objects each hour, the POST rate is 0.027 transactions per second.

By providing a translation between application-specific tasks and the corresponding load on the grid, users of the application can size the grid based on their use of the application.

Many clients are designed to deploy multiple instances of the client to handle multiple sites, workgroups, or devices. When you deploy multiple instances of a client, the load numbers for the transactions should reflect the load placed on the grid by a single instance of the client. You can calculate the load placed on the grid by multiple instances of clients by adding the numbers for the application-specific loads, and then converting into the corresponding grid load.
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